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Mickey Mouse: (ID: 1659837) 5.00k. Paralysis: A pestilent meld of mist and shadow that takes the form of a mouse. It will generally only attack when that mouse in question is in a key state. This means that it will or is more likely to paralyze the person wielding the key. It is also possible that the mouse will paralyze itself by becoming infected with a disease that
causes paralysis. The mouse is therefore best avoided. Can be resolved by using resin to dissolve the mouse. A charge of Banished Bolts, or one of Residue, would also work. On the edge of the Oasis stands what appears to be a deserted castle. It's not buried in the sands of time, it's MADE from them! Before we go charging through the halls of this house of

sandstone and light, it'd be a good idea for you to explore its layout and see what information you can find. Granite: (ID: 899871) 1.08k. Strife: If a key is found in the possession of a wrym, it will invariably raise a bruise or two. Damage to the bruise may be reduced by wearing a shield, and the bruise may be cured by making it over to one of the herbals. Frozen,
cursed lotus: (ID: 1284697) 17.00k. Refusing to drop: A fragile reclamation agent. This reclamation agent is best used in conjunction with a key. It will usually freeze those within 3 range in place, unless dissolved. Golobok: (ID: 984668) 2.64k. Paralysis: A quasi-lifeform that forms from the words of key wielders. Active at night, it will attempt to influence a nearby

person. Should it succeed, the person will be rendered useless, or (if the GM finds it appropriate) they will gain the second mouth.
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A manager of hunters is surely a wise thing, and you are certainly an apt person to act as such. The fighting you bring to the land of the Djinn World is a sight to behold, and though I doubt they can kill me, it certainly seems that I could be crushed in a heartbeat. On that note, you have
brought me a bag of furious crows. Calm. The children of the Sandsea are at risk from monsters which periodically venture outside the Djinn World. Lamia, blood-sucking snake-people are roaming the streets of the SandSea and causing hissteria. Set the minds of the desert-dwellers at ease by
bringing me 10 strips of Lamia snakeskin to prove you've dealt with the issue before they can leave our world If youre making a monster on the fly during a session start by describing it to the players. Your description starts before the characters even lay eyes on it: describe where it lives, what
marks it has made on the environment around it. Your description is the key to the monster. It all happened so fast, you aren't going to believe this. We find the key on a research station. His Majesty said that key was his most precious possession. We should be careful, maybe it's a trap. We've
seen the pits of Kheb they put people in. He might be trying to trick us to let his cultist get at us. But better safe than sorry! Oh no. We broke the door. The Djinn is trapped in the Nexus. We've got to escape and let his guards come after us. He said that if we let them see our seal, they would

devour us alive. Everyone get to the portal, NOW! 5ec8ef588b
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